
A message from the 

Biscarini’s:   

“ For my thoughts are not your 
thoughts” Isa 55:8 

 
 
We sensed change 

 “in the air” back in April and as we 
prayed for specific direction we 
were led to a special couple from 

Manfredonia –Puglia (southern Italy). We gave updates on 
that story via email (if you are not receiving them, please 
email us) . We were invited by Antonella & Pietro to visit 
their hometown right after kidsgames and before leaving 

for the YL camp 
in Portugal. Antonella, one of Pavarotti’s protigees, was 
praying for us to move there because the need is so great 
and she wants to come alongside whatever work for the 
kingdom we will want to start.  The hospitality was 
fantastic, but more surprising was the openess to the 
Gospel that we experienced. A&P told us that their friends 
were not that open to Christ having a very materialistic 
mindset. However, the very next day we arrived in 
Manfredonia (Sunday), we were at sea to meet some of 
those friends. Before long I found myself on their 
inflatable boat preaching…. Jane told me it was a classic: 
they were leaning in “eating up” the words from the 

Gospel and asking questions; 
it seemed like a scene from 
the NT!  They wanted me to 
meet their brothers, sisters, 
kids so that they could also 
hear these words of hope 
…unbelievable. One lady, 
Romina, who is separated, 
introduced us to her kids and 
when we asked if they could 
come with us to the YL camp 
in Portugal, miraculously she 
agreed. I say miracolously 
because her kids, 15 and 17,  
never left the country, never 
took a plane,  nor did they  

 
have an ID. Yet the mother trusted  us and let them go 
with us 3 days after we met ! Our people here in Roma are 
trembling at the thought of losing us, but perhaps this is 
exactly what they need in order to take responsibility for 
the expansion and leading of the groups. Manfredonia is a 
small town (60k people) vs the 3MM of Roma and thus 
“what good could come out of Nazareth” is sounding in 
my head. I have to admit to you all that my rationale is in 
conflict with the supernatural leading. Furthermore if I 
were to choose -in the flesh- I would rather be in a small 
fishing village with nice clear water instead of a small 
industrial town by murky seawater ! Anyways, please 
continue to hold us up in prayer as we keep on  pursuing 
this possible move. In 2 days we will meet with the mayor 
of Manfredonia (a good friend of A&P) and outline some 
of the projects we would like to undertake in his town.  

 
 
Peppo wrote via email about the 
miracle of Marco’s resident status 

at UCSD and we are grateful he was one of 3 trasfer 
students to be accepted in the aerospace engineering 
nano techonology program!   
The past month has been a whirldwind of activities with 
finalizing the paperwork for ViaVeritas Inc, Kidsgames, 
wrapping up the studies for the season, the Young Life 
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camp in Portugal and scouting trips to Manfredonia.  
The group from North Coast Calvary Chapel in Carlsbad, 
CA was a blessing.  Debbie, the kidsgames leader, run a 
beautiful program with 31 italian middle school kids who 
now are looking forwards to partecipating at the program 
in 2013. We think this program could have a wider impact 
if implemented constantly in a community.  
 
It was great taking half international school kids and half 

Italian kids to the Young Life surf camp in Portugal! I think 

I am too old for this: in bed after  1am every night,  

sleeping on the  floor last night in Portugal Young Life’s 

office (all 15 of us boys, and girls; Peppo had one eye open 

all night insuring the females/males didn't cross the 

boundary line in middle of night). Ropes course scared me 

to death as I dislike heights, but had to do it after 4 little 

teenage girls including Isabella jumped right off the "leap 

of faith" without much of a flinch!   I did stand up a few 

times surfing and rode some waves which was fun. All the 

kids who didn't know each other were the best of friends 

by the end of the week as well as with the kids from 

 
Tax deductible donations to: Via Veritas Inc. 
9580 Oak Avenue Parkway, Ste. 7-133 

Folsom, CA 95630   (916)  502.5530 

 Morocco and Portugal. Every kid heard the gospel, 

but the cabin time talks  were challenging with translating 

and mixed cultures involved. I think every person felt 

loved and accepted 

though and surely 

seeds were planted 

in their hearts (see 

Viaveritas Italy on 

Facebook for all 

pictures). 

 
 Via Veritas is still 
waiting for the final 
approval from the 
IRS for its 501C3 
status. During this 
transitional period 
we still can receive 
donations; to 
simplify the process 

please use the enclosed card so that we can maintain 
continuity.  For some reasons we have not seen some of 
your regular donations because of these changes. If you 
have any questions please contact Jessica at the US office 
number below. 
 

We love you all.  Peppo and Jane 

 
 
 www.viaveritas.org  
Peppo and Jane Biscarini-  biscarini@msn.com 
                                             jbiscarini@gmailcom 

Changes: 

The Italian contingent 

Isabella at her best! 

I’m too old for this…. 
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